Specialty
Procurement
FOR RESOURCE & MINING OPERATIONS

Complexity
Simplified.

of working exclusively in the mining and resource
industry throughout Australia, South East Asia and
West Africa. This has provided the company with
an entrenched knowledge and understanding of the
highly varied, unique and often complex requirements
of remote operations.
Procurement teams dealing with multiple vendors

Beaver Global is a reliable and highly specialised

across multiple countries are faced with an array of

procurement company, focused exclusively on

challenges in regards to time zones, language barriers

providing solutions for the resource and mining

and supplier performance. A single point of contact

sectors.

that takes care of all of your procurement needs can
quickly alleviate these hassles and optimise the overall

Established in 1988 and now part of the Beaver Group

function to ensure you receive exactly what you need,

of Companies, Beaver Global has a rich 30 year history

when you need it.

Successful procurement is driven
by knowledge and understanding –
focusing exclusively on the resource sector
makes us the experts.

OUR APPROACH
Successful procurement is driven by knowledge.

detail can lead to incorrect or unsuitable goods being

The most effective procurement teams partner with

purchased, poor value management and delays in

a single, specialised provider that understands the

receiving critical goods. All of which can result in

site conditions, the performance requirements and

costly shutdowns.

how important it is to the entire operation that the
procurement function operates seamlessly.

At Beaver Global we focus on understanding your
specific requirements so that we can remove the risk

Selecting a transactional and generic ‘one-stop shop’

and let you get on with running your operation.

procurement provider exposes a remote operation to
greater risk. A limited understanding of the resource

It is our relentless focus on your operation that

and mining sectors, coupled with poor attention to

separates us from our competitors.

9000

GLOBAL SUPPLIERS

169

HAPPY CUSTOMERS

What Makes
Beaver Global
Different?

30+

YEARS EXPERIENCE

21600

ORDERS COMPLETED

Ability to source technically
complex, day-to-day or highly
specific supplies.

Benefit from our reseller discount
and value management brand
substitution opportunities.

An extensive supplier network
of mining and general supply
companies around the world.

Ease of dealing with a single
vendor, one point of contact and
consolidated monthly invoicing.

What We Deliver.
At Beaver Global our consolidated spend, substitution

Over our three decades of focused experience we

management and single vendor convenience, coupled

have built robust relationships with a global supplier

with our industry expertise, means we remove the

network and the world’s leading mining, resource

risk and the worry from your procurement function

and general supply brands. By engaging with Beaver

so you can focus on your operation.

Global you will optimise your entire procurement
function:

“

Traditional transactional
procurement doesn’t allow for
complex, highly technical operational
supply. Industry knowledge and
understanding is critical
— PROCUREMENT TEAM LEADER

Greater economies of scale means better pricing
Improved value and substitution management to
reduce costs and improve delivery times
Ensure correct goods arrive on site as our expert
teams check every order
Our exceptional attention to details helps avoid
delayed shipments and Customs ‘red lines’
Superior customer service with a single point of
contact

Our Team Will Source It All..

FLEET & VEHICLE

GENERAL MAINTENANCE & REPAIR
Maintenance, repair and operations products

Whatever your fleet and vehicle requirements we

sourced from the world’s best brands will ensure

can source everything from off-road vehicles, to

your operation keeps running.

cranes and spare parts to keep your operation
moving.

PUMPS, VALVES & HOSES

GENERATORS & ELECTRICAL

With access to world-leading names in pumps,

Reliable electrical and power solutions from trusted

valves and hoses, you can rely on us to source the

global brands, for primary and backup applications.

right equipment for your operation - whether it’s
de-watering equipment, steam valves or slurryresistant hoses.

GEOTEXTILES & PIPING

SAFETY EQUIPMENT

A specialty range of pipeline and geotextile

A comprehensive selection of the world’s most

solutions, sourced from Australian and international

advanced names in mine safety equipment for

brands.

incident prevention, personal protective equipment
and emergency resolution products.

procurement@beaverglobal.com.au
1300 992 699

